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Confidentiality and data protection
This application, and the processing of personal data that it entails, is necessary for the
exercise of our functions as a government department. If your answers contain any
information that allows you to be identified, DfT will, under data protection law, be the
Controller for this information.
As part of this application process we are asking for your name and email address. This is
in case we need to ask you follow-up questions about your application. You do not have to
give us this personal information. If you do provide it, we will use it only for the purpose of
asking follow-up questions.
DfT’s privacy policy has more information about your rights in relation to your personal
data, how to complain and how to contact the Data Protection Officer. You can view it at
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-transport/about/personalinformation-charter.
To receive this information by telephone or post, contact us on 0300 330 3000 or write to
Data Protection Officer, Department for Transport, Ashdown House, Sedlescombe Road
North, St Leonards-on-Sea, TN37 7GA.
Your information will be kept securely by the Restoring Your Railway team and destroyed
within 12 months after the deadline has expired.

1. Explanatory notes
The Ideas Fund (IF) is part of the Restoring your Railway (RYR) Programme. The
Department for Transport (DfT) will fund 75% of costs, up to £50,000, of successful bids to
help fund transport and economic studies and create a business case. Bids to expand
access to the rail network can include the reopening of closed lines as well as the
restoration of passenger services on routes which are currently freight-only.
This application form includes questions designed to help you provide the relevant
information so we can assess your bid, but it is not exhaustive. Please make sure you
include detailed information about the socio-economic benefits of the bid, the services that
would be provided, and details of any known anticipated infrastructure and operating
costs.
We ask that you do not use other formats. We recommend the response be between 15 20 pages in total. All key information should be included through responding to the
questions below, however supporting evidence can be referenced and submitted as
supplementary documentation. Please do not enter personal information within these
boxes which would make an individual identifiable.
If you are submitting more than one bid, please indicate the priority order for your
proposals.
If you have any queries, please contact the Restoring Your Railway team at
restoringyourrailway@dft.gov.uk.
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2. Key details
Please provide the following information:
Lead promoter
(name, organisation and
email address)

Ironbridge Railway Trust (Registered Charity 1129939)
David Flavell – Vice Chairman
info@ironbridge-railway-trust.org.uk

Sponsoring MP(s)
(name, constituency and
email address)

Lucy Allan MP, Telford
lucy.allan.mp@parliament.uk
Philip Dunne MP, Ludlow
philip.dunne.mp@parliament.uk
Mark Garnier MP, Wyre Forest
mark.garnier.mp@parliament.uk
Daniel Kawczynski MP, Shrewsbury & Atcham
daniel.kawczynski.private@parliament.uk

*Impacted line/ Location

Ironbridge Power Station-Ironbridge-Bridgnorth

Amount of track
reopened to passenger
rail services, if applicable
(to the nearest mile)

10 miles

Number of new stations
proposed, if applicable
(include site postcodes
where possible)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ironbridge Parkway TF8 7BL
Ironbridge & Broseley (for the Iron Bridge) TF8 7JU
Jackfield (for Tile Museum) TF8 7JX
Blists Hill (for Victorian Town) TF8 7LS
Coalport (for China Museum) TF8 7JF
Linley (for Apley Hall) WV16 4RZ

*to be used in the publication of Ideas Fund bid detail on gov.uk
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3. Bid Summary
Provide a description of the proposed project; defining the intervention, service
levels and/or infrastructure requirements. Where details (such as service
frequencies) form part of the feasibility work required, please identifiy this in your
response. [max 500 words]
3.1

Project and purpose

3.1.1

Ironbridge Railway Trust’s (IRT) proposal offers a one-off opportunity for transformative
visitor economy growth in the UNESCO Ironbridge World Heritage Site and the Severn Valley
heritage corridor across Shropshire and Worcestershire, facilitated by a re-opened railway
providing sustainable, green connectivity otherwise unavailable on the highway network
within its Gorge and rural geography.

3.1.2

Its unique quality draws upon Harworth Group’s regeneration Masterplan for the former
Ironbridge Power Station site, currently at outline planning application stage. This facilitates
rail re-instatement from the Power Station to the heart of Ironbridge, adjacent to the Iron
Bridge itself, the World Heritage Site museums of Jackfield, Blists Hill Victorian Town and
Coalport, and thence to Bridgnorth and the existing Severn Valley Railway to Kidderminster
(National Rail) in Worcestershire.

3.1.3

In using the station proposed in the Harworth Masterplan the project can support and be
supported by Harworth and Telford & Wrekin Council’s Restoring Your Railway (RYR) bid for
passenger services between the Power Station and the Wolverhampton-Shrewsbury
National Rail route on the freight line to Madeley Junction (Telford), together with the
ambitions of the Telford Steam Railway.

3.1.4

The Power Station-Ironbridge-Bridgnorth railway closed in September 1963.

Figure 1 – Schemes summary

3.1.5 IRT is a registered charity. All information in this bid draws on IRT’s voluntary activity hitherto.
The RYR Ideas Fund offers the key opportunity to complete SOBC-level evidence of scheme
feasibility and the case for its further development.
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3.2

Service Levels

3.2.1

Proposed service levels at completion:

i) 1 train per hour (tph) Ironbridge Parkway-Ironbridge-Coalport-Bridgnorth-Kidderminster
ii) 3 tph Ironbridge Parkway-Ironbridge-Coalport
3.2.2. This would provide a 4 tph World Heritage Site shuttle service.
3.2.3

Service provision assessment tailored to the full-year/seasonal residential, employment and
visitor economy forms a core component of the RYR SOBC.

3.3

Infrastructure requirements

3.3.1

The 10 mile Power Station-Bridgnorth railway formation remains largely intact.

3.3.2

A 3-stage reinstatement programme is proposed:

i) Stage 1 – Ironbridge Parkway - Ironbridge – 2 miles single track; new station within
the Power Station site (as per Harworth Masterplan); temporary platform at Ironbridge &
Broseley.

ii) Stage 2 – Ironbridge - Coalport – 2 miles single track with permanent 2 platform station
at Ironbridge & Broseley and passing loop; single-platform stations at Jackfield (Tile
Musuem), Blists Hill (Victorian Town); re-use of the existing 2-platform Coalport Station
(China Museum).

iii) Stage 3 - Coalport - Bridgnorth – 6 miles single track with passing loop(s); re-use of
the existing single platform Linley Station (Apley Hall); re-connection to the Severn Valley
Railway at Bridgnorth.
3.4

Stakeholder Support

3.4.1

This RYR bid is supported by the four MPs whose constituencies’ economies, communities
and environments would benefit from the proposal, and Shropshire Council, Worcestershire
County Council, Wyre Forest District Council and the Ironbridge Gorge Museums Trust.

3.4.2 The Power Station- Coalport route is safeguarded for use as a transport corridor under Policy
C2 of the Telford & Wrekin Local Plan 2011-2031.
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Is the project already within the remit of Network Rail’s management and control
process for enhancements? If so, what stage is the project at? Has there been any
other previous assessments of this proposal? What was the outcome? What has
changed since previous reviews? [max 500 words]
3.5

Project Stage and review status

3.5.1

In relating to a former railway formation sold by British Railways after closure in 1963, the
project does not directly involve any land or railway infrastructure owned by Network Rail and
has thus not formed a part of its enhancement processes.

3.5.2

The existing railway infrastructure within Ironbridge Power Station is owned by Harworth
Group plc, with principal owners of the route onwards to Bridgnorth being Telford & Wrekin
Council, the Willey Estate, the Apley Estate and the Highways Agency (Bridgnorth Tunnel formerly owned by British Railways Board [Residuary]).

3.5.3

IRT work hitherto has been considered within the project development structures of the
Network Rail Governance of Railway Investment projects (GRIP) and more latterly the DfT
Rail Network Enhancements Pipeline (RNEP). It would be characterised most accurately as
addressing some components of GRIP 1 ‘Output Definition’ and GRIP 2 ‘Pre-Feasibility’ or
RNEP ‘Determine’ but has no formal status as such.

3.5.4

This work includes:

i) Route survey - identifying the contemporary characteristics and status of the route from

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

the boundary of Ironbridge Power Station to Bridgnorth, including recording of all visible
structures, bridges, cuttings, embankments, retaining walls, culverts, footpath crossings,
access routes affecting parts of the former formation and the sites of the 2 surviving
stations and those removed.
Survey of the Power Station rail infrastructure – undertaken when owned by EoN UK
and with its consent.
Re-instatement proposal mapping/visualisation – Appendix 1.
Data, demand forecast and route demand model – Appendix 2.
Indicative capital costs estimate – Appendix 3.
Prospectus – setting out the key components of the strategic case for change - Appendix
4. The most recent summary presentation to the route MPs (June 2020) is also attached
- Appendix 5.

3.5.5

IRT has benefitted from voluntary work of professional architects, railway business
case/demand consultants, and a number of senior rail industry operational and infrastructure
staff in preparing these studies.

3.5.6

This RYR Ideas Fund bid is made specifically to update and extend IRT’s existing
assessment of the case for the route’s re-opening, its benefits to the economy, communities
and environment of the World Heritage Site and the Severn Valley Heritage Corridor, and to
generate an SOBC evidencing the opportunities and constraints of the concept, enabling IRT
and stakeholder bodies to determine the case for further investment in its development.
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4. Financial overview of the proposal
Please provide details of the potential third party contribution for the work you are
seeking to fund through the Ideas Fund. This should include the amount, the terms
and percentage of the total costs. Please include any other relevant financial
considerations, for example information on potential third party funding for the
delivery of the project as a whole. [max 500 words]
4.1

RYR Strategic Outline Business Case Budget and Funding

4.1.1

The budget for the SOBC is £58,000, made up of works to outline the scheme’s strategic,
economic, financial, commercial and management cases (4.2 below).

4.1.2

Total Cost

£58,000.00

100%

Ironbridge Railway Trust
Shropshire Council
Worcestershire County Council
DfT @ 75%

£4,500.00
£5,000.00
£5,000.00
£43,500.00

7.8%
8.6%
8.6%
75%

4.1.3

Shropshire Council and Worcestershire County Council have committed contributions
towards the SOBC, and if this RYR bid is successful and 75% of the cost in met by the DfT,
IRT will meet the remaining £4,375. However at the time of the bid IRT continues to negotiate
with other potential local authority and private sector contributors.

4.1.4

If the RYR bid is successful IRT will work with Shropshire Council to manage formal study
procurement and contractual consultancy arrangements.

4.2

Funding the concept’s delivery and operation

4.2.1

IRT is aware of the range of experience and expertise that has been applied in Third Party,
local authority and Local Enterprise Partnership funding of rail schemes, from new stations
such as Warwick Parkway (2000) through to Worcestershire Parkway (2020), differing
financing models, and to the role of land value capture innovation in the recently-announced
government investment in the Newcastle-Ashington ‘Northumberland’ rail line.

4.2.2

It is also aware of the government’s initiatives such as the £4.8 billion Levelling Up Fund,
announced in February 2021, the Housing Infrastructure Fund, and how these recognise the
role of transport infrastructure in facilitating housing and employment growth.

4.2.3

Whilst the SOBC focus will be on the case for change, work will include indicative high-level
analysis of such grant and third party funding, investment models and, in particular, funding
sources supporting development of tourism and green transport technology innovation, for
the last of which the proposed railway could form a unique national testbed.

4.2.4

IRT has engaged consultancy SLC Rail to prepare the SOBC proposal, programme and
budget, bringing its expertise in third party funding, financing and delivery of new stations,
direct engagement in the Northumberland Line and team member experience in the 20-year
Chiltern Railways whole route regeneration. Economics and demand assessment will be
undertaken by SYSTRA. SLC-SYSTRA also bring joint experience in preparation and postCOVID 19 revision of the West Midlands Rail Executive Rail Investment Strategy, actively
understanding the wider regional context within which the IRT proposal sits.
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What will the funding pay for? For example, to support further research to
investigate potential benefits for local tourism or carry out a feasibility study on
infrastructure changes to help support a subsequent SOBC. [max 500 words]
4.3

What will the funding pay for?

4.3.1 IRT will prepare the SOBC strategic, economic, financial, commercial and management
cases.
4.3.2 Taking account of the proposal’s scale and links with the Power Station, 2 heritage railways
and the Madeley freight route, the SOBC will address 11 specific issues:

i)

Strategic Case for change
•
•
•
•

Post-COVID economic conditions and opportunities.
Local Plan and Power Station Masterplan population and employment growth.
Rail-based connectivity’s role in sustainably uncapping growth in the special
tourism-visitor economies of the Ironbridge-Severn Valley Corridor.
Environmental challenges and geographical ceiling on road-based access volume
growth.

ii) Economy, demand, socio-economic benefits and Levelling-Up
•
•
•
•
•

Pre/post-COVID status of the tourism-visitor and regional economies.
Benefits to World Heritage Site museums, the 2 existing heritage railways, and
Shropshire-Worcestershire market towns.
Dual potential of rail connectivity as public transport and part of the heritage/visitor
offer and aesthetics.
GVA, employment, visitor numbers, sustainability of the Power Station Masterplan
(1,000 dwellings/16,000m2 employment land), and Local Plan growth.
Opportunities to support the Levelling-Up agenda in an area of social and economic
challenge (Section 6).

iii) Corridor transport problems – Defining how rail connectivity supports growth in a
corridor unable to accommodate significant road-based growth given its geography and
precious environments.

iv) Decarbonisation – Benefits of reducing road-based access demand to the special
environments of the corridor and route opportunities to be an exemplar test-bed for green
heavy/light rail technology innovation.

v) Train service and infrastructure – Development of IRT’s train service concept, journey
time options, operational costs, and base infrastructure specification for IRT’s 3-stage
scheme and its relationship to Harworth/Telford & Wrekin/Telford Steam Railway
aspirations for the Power Station and Madeley freight route.

vi) Infrastructure/engineering constraints analysis – Engineering assessment of reinstatement feasibility, building on IRT’s work (Appendices 1/3), with a constraints
analysis of key challenges, including:
●
●

Re-instatement within Gorge geography, including integration with Telford & Wrekin
Council’s complted ‘Jackfield Slip’ remediation.
Integration with Severn Trent Water access upgrade options for its Coalport water
treatment facility.
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●

IRT’s proposed diversion north of Bridgnorth Tunnel where housing exists on part of
the former formation.

vii) Capital point estimates/AFC – QS analysis applying differential per mile costs between
Network Rail and heritage rail projects and the different geographies of the route,
together with key constraint areas identified at (vi).

viii) Incremental programme concept – Outline view of 3-stage project delivery and
relationship with Power Station and Madeley route programmes.

ix) Land assembly and planning context – Taking account of the route’s location in 4 local
authority areas.

x) Stakeholder engagement – With those noted at 5.8.
xi) Funding and financing models – High level overview (as per 4.2)
4.3.3. A core rationale for IRT’s RYR bid is the specific need for engineering constraints and capital
and operational cost analysis going beyond IRT’s volunteer resources. Together with f the
core case for change, understanding these is essential to any decision by IRT and
stakeholders to develop the concept further.

Are there any financial dependencies or risks in delivery of the work proposed to be
funded through the Ideas Fund? [max 500 words]
4.4

Financial dependencies or risks in delivery of RYR-funded works

4.4.1

There are no financial dependencies for the delivery of the proposed study work other than
the success or otherwise of this RYR Ideas Fund bid.

4.4.2

The proposal provided by SLC Rail sets a 12 week period for the work’s completion. IRT
understands the staff resources required can be made available as and when any
successfully RYR-supported project was approved. The programme is shown at Section 7.3.
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5. Strategic overview of the proposal
Rationale for Intervention
Provide a high-level explanation of what your project aims to achieve, including a summary
of the problems/opportunities the project looks to address, providing supporting evidence
where appropriate. This should include consideration of how the project aligns with local
and national policy. What is the transport problem? Have you considered other transport
modes to deliver the outcomes and if so, why is rail the appropriate solution?
[max 500 words]
5.1

The opportunity – Ironbridge and Severn Valley Corridor

5.1.1

The project serves an area of national and international significance with the Iron Bridge,
opened in 1781 over the River Severn, seen as the fount of the Industrial Revolution.

5.1.2

From the heart of the UNESCO Ironbridge World Heritage site, its multiple museums and
precious environments, visited annually by more than a million people, the Severn continues
to the historic market towns of Bridgnorth, Bewdley and Stourport-on-Severn where the
heritage Bridgnorth-Kidderminster Severn Valley Railway and West Midlands Safari Park
also generate a million annual visitors.

5.1.3

Harworth’s regeneration master-planning for Ironbridge Power Station can facilitate reinstatement of the former rail route across the World Heritage Site and to Bridgnorth, offering
sustainable, green public transport connectivity extending and integrating a newly-visualised
‘Shropshire-Worcestershire String of Pearls’ tourism/visitor economy.

5.1.3

This is a unique, one-off opportunity to unlock and uncap growth and radically transform this
economy in ways that are not feasible via highway-based solutions.

5.2

The problem

5.2.1

Growth is a two-edged sword, vital to the region’s economy, but capped by the very nature
of its geography and potentially inimical to the precious historic and natural environments so
many visitors come to experience.

5.2.2

The World Heritage Site and its museums sit across the c. 2 mile breadth of the deep, tightly
constrained Ironbridge Gorge. Growth in road-based access, by car or buses, is limited by
its historic architecture and layout, restricted highway network, capped car parking capacity,
and Severn flooding of key access roads.

5.2.3

In turn the World Heritage Site is separated from the Bridgnorth-Kidderminster Severn Valley
heritage corridor by a rural highway network, limited, slow bus services, whilst Bridgnorth and
Bewdley similarly have growth capped by historic, constrained environments.

5.3

Why rail?

5.3.1

The Power Station-Ironbridge-Bridgnorth route offers:
•
•
•
•
•

New access via the Power Station to cross-World Heritage Site connectivity.
Sustainable Ironbridge access for the new Power Station site population
Integration with ‘Shropshire-Worcestershire String of Pearls’ tourism economies.
Sustainable growth for the Severn Valley and Telford Steam railways within a dual public
transport and heritage rail network.
Environmental benefits of green technology-based modal shift from road-based access,
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5.3.2

Bus services such as the weekend Gorge Connect maximise the current Ironbridge public
transport offer, along with limited Severn Valley Corridor services. These cannot provide the
capacity, whole-corridor connectivity or environmental and public realm benefits of the rail
solution (6.5-6.8).

5.4

Policy alignment

5.4.1

The proposal aligns with national policies, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Climate change and net-zero carbon emissions.
National Planning Policy on sustainable communities and development.
Economic and social levelling up, including growth of tourism economies.
RYR objectives to sustainably re-connect communities.
Access for All objectives for transport and public facilities.

5.4.2 It aligns with Shropshire’s Local Development Framework and Telford & Wrekin and Wyre
Forest Local Plans, particularly:
•
•
•

Telford’s safeguarding of the Bridgnorth-Coalport route for transport use.
Policies for regeneration of the Power Station site, development of tourism economies,
role of the heritage railways, and sustainable growth.
The River Severn Partnership’s cross-authority objectives.

What impact might the project have on levelling up outcomes? [max 500 words]
5.5

Levelling Up

5.5.1

ONS 2019 data indicates that there is a significant deprivation challenge for the authorities
within the proposed route (and see 6.1-6.4 below). Assessed against the Index of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD) the 3 Unitary/District authorities rank as follows within the 316 authorities
in England as below.
This shows that Telford & Wrekin and Wyre Forest fall within the top third of areas
experiencing multiple deprivation and Shropshire around the mid- point, indicating that there
is a significant levelling up agenda to be addressed.

Figure 2 – Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019

5.5.2

In its prospective outputs of enhancing connectivity, growing a newly-visioned and better
integrated tourism economy and supporting sustainable Local Plan growth, including
initiatives such as the Ironbridge Power Station Masterplan, the IRT proposal offers potential
to support the levelling-up agenda in a number of ways including:
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•

Creating new jobs:
o
o
o
o
o

•
•
•
•
•

•

In the tourism/visitor and local ‘night-time economies
Supporting the specialist needs of the historic places and buildings in the
‘Shropshire-Worcestershire String of Pearls’
In the development, construction and future operation of the railway, including rail
industry apprenticeships.
In green transport innovation using the route as a heavy/light rail test bed
In the general economy.

Enhancing accessibility to jobs from current and new populations whose employment
opportunities may be limited by current limited connectivity.
Supporting agglomeration – better business to business and business-labour market
accessibility.
Addressing rural isolation in providing new access to services, facilities and leisure.
Expanding the cultural and educational value of the ‘Shropshire-Worcestershire String
of Pearls’.
Facilitating wider integration of the ‘String of Pearls’ tourist/visitor economy with that of
neighbouring regions such as mid-Wales, the Marches and the North Cotswolds and
Malverns.
Facilitating a broader UK-wide awareness of the region, encouraging new external
investment.

5.5.3 The SOBC proposal included specific work to assess the ways in which the project can
address the levelling up agenda.

What would be the impact if this project was not taken forward? [max 500 words]
5.6

Impact of not developing the project

5.6.1

The impact of not developing this project or delivering it in full or in part is four-fold: i)

Ironbridge Power Station Masterplan – Harworth Group plc’s Masterplan, which is
at Outline Planning Application stage, specifically recognises the potential transport
and connectivity value of the existing Power Station to Madeley Junction rail route,
the need to maximise use of public transport, and the establishment of strong links to
the town of Ironbridge and the World Heritage site. Not proceeding with the proposed
IRT study in respect of the Bridgnorth route would remove a detailed piece of
assessment from the Masterplan development; whilst Harworth may proceed with
some assessment of the value of the route into the town or Ironbridge, it may be
beyond its reasonable terms of reference to examine the wider benefits of the IRT
concept towards Bridgnorth and within the full Ironbridge and Severn Valley Corridor.

ii)

Lost opportunity – Use of the Power Station to Bridgnorth corridor for public
transport use could be permanently precluded, missing the unique, one-off
opportunity represented by the Power Station regeneration.

iii)

World Heritage Site - The potential for a fast, regular form of public transport
connectivity serving all the site museums would be lost, together with the major ‘Park
& Ride’ capability for the World Heritage Site within the Power Station Masterplan.
retaining future dependency on highway-based options. Whether these were car, bus
or even tram-based they would need to use the restricted highway network of the
13

Gorge, including The Wharfage between Coalbrookdale and Ironbridge, regularly
subject to winter flood closures, continuing to cap growth in visitor volumes.
Progression of the Power Station-Madeley route only would offer access to the
Coalbrookdale Museum of Iron and Enginuity and integration with the Telford Steam
Railway, valuable in both cases, but could not serve the Iron Bridge, the town of
Ironbridge, Blists Hill Victorian Town, the Jackfield Tile Museum or the Coalport China
Museum.
The benefits to the public realm of the site in terms of reduced car volumes, and the
major aesthetic benefits to the environment of the Iron Bridge itself, would not be
realised.
iv)

Wider Severn Valley Corridor – The wider potential growth of the integrated
‘Shropshire-Worcestershire String or Pearls’ concept intrinsic to the IRT scheme
could similarly be permanently precluded. Today’s ‘connectivity barrier’ between the
the World Heritage Site and the Bridgnorth-Bewdley-Kidderminster would remain.

The radical potential for transformation of the corridor’s tourism/visitor economy and new
public transport connectivity for its residents and employees would be lost.

Project Dependencies & Risks
Confirm project constraints and/or dependencies. These could include planning
restrictions, stakeholder support, construction and capacity constraints. [max 500 words]
5.7

Project Dependencies

5.7.1 The IRT proposals could be seen to have a major ‘Corridor Master-planning’ quality requiring
establishment and development of significant shared understanding and unity of purpose
between bodies including Shropshire, Telford & Wrekin, Wyre Forest, Worcestershire and
multiple parish councils, the Marches and Worcestershire Local Enterprise Partnerships,
English Heritage, the Environment Agency, Ironbridge Gorge Museums, Severn Valley
Railway, Telford Steam Railway and West Midlands Safari Park, together with other land
owners such as the Willey and Apley Estates. Such wide engagement is always complex.
Successful engagement with the public along the corridor would also be a central
dependency, with challenges that cannot be understated.
5.7.2 Creation of the River Severn Partnership between English and Welsh authorities in 2019
(http://riversevernpartnership.org.uk/), with its clear objectives to support economic
prosperity along the Severn and its successful 2020 £43m funding bid for flood alleviation
projects is both an example of such joint unity of purpose and the type of vehicle that could
support development and delivery of IRT’s strategic concept.
5.7.3 Conclusion of the current Outline Planning Application process in respect of Harworth
Group’s Power Station Masterplan will also be a key dependency. This will be vital in any
move towards any ‘early delivery’ in this decade of IRT’s Stage 1 Power Station to Iron Bridge
first stage scheme.
5.7.4 Assessment of the case for re-use of the Ironbridge-Bridgnorth-Kidderminster railway corridor
as proposed in this RYR Ideas Fund bid is the essential key to understanding its merits and
pre-feasibility.
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What are the key risks and issues faced by the proposed project and how can these be
mitigated? [max 500 words]
5.8

Project Risks

5.8.1

The scale of a railway project such as proposed by IRT has multiple risks, including:
●

●
●
●
●

5.8.2

Determining the nature of its case, whether a traditional ‘railway scheme’ or a component
of a much wider economic regeneration strategy, which will fundamentally affect its
development, funding and delivery.
Whether those benefits, however defined, are sufficient to justify its ongoing
development and delivery.
Its engineering feasibility, especially within the precious land and river environments of
the Gorge and Severn Valley and areas where the formation has been impacted upon.
Political and public dependencies as noted at 5.6, together with achieving its
acceptability to people living on the route.
Its likely capital and operational cost and affordability.

Re-opening a former railway inevitably challenges past policy assumptions and ‘on-theground’ changes made since a closure 50 years ago. Again the work proposed within this
RYR bid is essential to a first understanding the scale of these risks and their prospective
mitigations.

Stakeholder Management
Please Identify the key stakeholders for your bid, their interest in the bid and how you plan
to work with them. What train operator(s) might be involved in delivering the proposed
services? Have you engaged with them at this stage? Do you have their support?
[max 500 words]
5.9

Stakeholder Management

5.9.1

Status of extensive and engagement with key stakeholders in the bid is as below. IRT will
work closely with all parties during the RYR study if this bid is successful:
i)

MPs - All 4 MPs for the route between Ironbridge, the World Heritage Site, Bridgnorth
and Kidderminster support this RYR bid.

ii)

Shropshire Council - Supporting the RYR bid together with a £5,000 contribution to the
study cost.

iii) Telford & Wrekin Council - Aware of the bid and understood to be submitting an RYR
bid in parallel for Ironbridge-Madeley Junction. The rail route through the World Heritage
Site falls under its Local Plan 2011-31 Local Plan Policy C2 – ‘Safeguarding rail and
transport corridors’. IRT will continue to engage with the council during the bid period.
iv) Worcestershire County Council - Supporting the RYR bid together with a £5,000
contribution to the study cost.
v)

Wyre Forest District Council – Supporting the RYR bid.

vi) Marches Strategic Rail Group - Supporting the RYR bid.
vii) Marches LEP – IRT has briefed the LEP in the past and would engage closely during
any RYR study.
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viii) Harworth Group plc - Harworth’s Masterplan is key to the study and any future delivery
potential of IRT’s Stage 1 project. IRT is in ongoing discussions with Harworth on the
study and the case for change. Shropshire and Telford & Wrekin councils are
determining the Power Station Masterplan Outline Planning Application. IRT submitted
formal comments on that application in February 2021.
ix) Ironbridge Gorge Museums Trust - IGMT has expressed its interest in understanding
the outputs of the RYR study.
x)

Severn Valley Railway – SVR has expressed its interest in understanding the outputs
of the proposed RYR study. No discussions on operational engagement have been held
at this early concept stage.

xi) Telford Steam Railway – TSR has expressed caution about IRT’s concept, and has
proposed a Power Station-Ironbridge tram scheme, but has voiced its willingness to work
together going forward. This will be developed further during the RYR study.
xii) English Heritage; Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site Steering Group;
Environment Agency; Severn Gorge Countryside Trust; Sustrans; West Midlands
Safari Park. IRT will engage with these stakeholders during the RYR study.
xiii) Landowners: Willey Estates; Apley Estates; Highways Agency (Bridgnorth rail
tunnel) - IRT has previously engaged with both estates and the former BRB [Residuary],
and would do so again within any RYR study.
xiv) Network Rail and Train Operators – Given the former Power Station-Bridgnorth route
is not on the National Rail network no current engagement is proposed. The outputs of
any study may, of course, indicate the nature of future dialogue.

What other support is there for the bid and how do you plan to maintain this? Are local
communities supportive of the bid and can you provide any evidence of this support?
[max 500 words]
5.10

Support for the bid

5.10.1 IRT has been especially careful in how it has articulated and communciated its concept thus
far, wishing firstly to evidence its case and gain support of key stakeholders before taking a
high public profile. This related to:
●

●

Engagement with EoN UK plc when it was the operational owner of the Ironbridge Power
Station, and before its sale to Harworth Group plc. EoN’s commercial and public position
in advance of the 2015 closure and eventual sale was sensitive and IRT actively
respected this given the Power Station’s role, noted elsewhere in this bid, as the
essential key to faciliating access to the Ironbridge-Bridgnorth rail route.
The risks of negative responses to a proposal in advance of an effective case being
made for it, a common feature of any major infrastructure proposition, especially those
involving railways.

5.10.2 As a registered charity IRT’s objectives are in the public domain and with the announcement
of the government’s Restoring Your Railway initiative IRT concluded that it was now the right
time to more widely set out its proposition and intention to make a bid. An example of publicity
(Heritage Railway – December 2020) is attached at Appendix 6.
5.10.3 IRT has since received the wide range of local authority and other stakeholder support noted
at 5.8 above. IRT believes further such support will rightly depend on the outcome of the
study work sought in this RYR bid, the benefits case that is made and the dependencies, risk
and costs identified. Only at that point would it be justified to seek wider support for the
concept itself.
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What opposition is there to the bid (if any)? How do you plan to overcome this?
[max 500 words]
5.11

Opposition to the bid – or to the scheme concept itself.

5.11.1 IRT is unaware of any expressed opposition to this RYR bid given its focus on seeking to
understand the case for the concept rather than propsing its detailed form or implementation.
5.11.2 Clearly the outputs of the study may generate wider questions, whether its conclusions are
supportive or otherwise, together with many dffering views amongs stakeholders and those
people living or working near the former rail route.
5.11.3 Together with its supporters and multiple stakeholders and DfT, IRT would actively and
carefully consider its strategy for communciation of the outputs of any RYR study as its
conclusions emerge.
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6. Socio-economic benefits of the project
In presenting the socio-economic benefits of the project please provide information on the
population, employment and gross weekly earnings statistics for the local authority
district(s) impacted by the project and the geographic area of the project’s origin and
destination to help make the case for your bid, where available. [max 500 words]
6.1

Socio-economic benefits

6.1.1

This section summarises population, employment and earnings characteristics of the
Corridor at 6.2-6.4, transport benefits at 6.5-6.8 wider economic benefits at 6.9. and
environmental benefits at 6.10. The levelling up commentary at 5.5 is also relevant.

6.2

Population

6.2.1

The route population is in 4 local authority areas:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
6.2.2

Power Station (majority of site) – Shropshire Council
Power Station (part) to Ironbridge and Coalport – Telford & Wrekin Council
Coalport - Bridgnorth – Shropshire Council
Bridgnorth - Highley (Severn Valley Railway) – Shropshire Council
Arley - Kidderminster (Severn Valley Railway) – Wyre Forest District Council and
Worcestershire County Council

Population by parishes directly adjacent to the proposed route in 2017/2019 is summarised
at Figure 3. The total 135,000 catchment grew 3.6% between 2002 and 2017.

Figure 3 – Population

6.2.3 Kidderminster and Stourport-on-Severn catchments are included as the proposed
connectivity would open up currently unavailable direct public transport access to the World
Heritage Site. Arguably the full Telford population of 179,000 people could similarly be
accounted for, but has been excluded at this stage. The RYR SOBC would undertake a more
detailed analysis.
6.2.4 Comparison with wider growth trends illustrates: -

i)

Ironbridge population has grown more strongly than England, Shropshire or
Worcestershire, by up to 2 percentage points, in common with Telford & Wrekin. Taken
together with the 1,000 homes/c. 2,300 new population in the Power Station Masterplan
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ii)

6.3

public transport measures will become more vital to sustain such growth in the
constricted geography of the Gorge/World Heritage Site.
Wyre Forest/Worcestershire has grown significantly less at 2.3%, indicating the potential
value of connectivity and tourism/visitor initiatives to support sustainable population and
economic growth.

Employment

6.3.1 2011 Census data is summarised at Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 – Employment

6.4

Gross Weekly Earnings

6.4.1

Gross Weekly Earnings are summarised at Figure 5. These illustrate:

i)

Lower full-time and part-time earnings in all 4 local authority areas, at less than 90% of
the figures for England, and lower by c. 3 percentage points than the West Midlands.
ii) Lower full-time only earnings than England, at less than 90% in Telford & Wrekin and
Wyre Forest, 90% in Worcestershire and 96% in Shropshire.
iii) Part-time earnings, relevant to tourism/visitor economy employment at 86%-91% of
England.

Figure 5 – Gross Weekly Earnings

6.4.2

These figures add to the rationale for the levelling-pp agenda (5.5), with new rail connectivity
being one key tool in supporting growth and value in the tourism/visitor economy and hence
raising earnings in the region more closely to the England average.
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Transport benefits
Please provide an overview of the transport benefits that the project could deliver, with
consideration of expected levels of demand (including assessments of population
catchment areas), journey time savings and new journey opportunities created by the
project. Please also outline how your project will integrate with other modes of transport
such as cycle routes, local bus services and adequate station car parking facilities.
(Note - At this stage the expected transport benefits may only be qualitative, and if
development of this is part of the feasibility/ideas work needed, please state this).
[max 500 words]
6.5

Purpose

6.5.1

IRT’s proposition offers transformative rail connectivity, generating:
●

●
●

New journeys to, from, within and across the World Heritage Site where road-based
growth would otherwise be constrained by, or detrimentally affect, the tight and precious
Gorge geography.
New journeys between the World Heritage Site and the Severn Valley Corridor,
integrating a ‘Shropshire-Worcestershire String of Pearls’ tourism/visitor economy.
Modal shift unlocking capacity for visitor number growth and supporting decarbonisation.

6.6

Demand

6.6.1

Markets include 4 categories:
●
●
●
●

The growing resident population of the Ironbridge-Severn Valley Corridor.
Rail transfer by existing World Heritage Site road-based visitors.
New visitors attracted by enhanced World Heritage Site connectivity.
New Bridgnorth-Ironbridge Severn Valley Railway (SVR) journeys.

6.6.2 2008 IRT work (Appendix 2), created a bespoke model integrating demand on Passenger
Demand Forecasting Handbook principles with tourist/visitor numbers.
6.6.3 Calculated over 150 days p.a./peak season, with a 4 tph World Heritage Site shuttle including
1 tph to Kidderminster, this suggested 246,000 trips new to rail, with a 2008 rail and car park
revenue of £1.9m (c. £2.45m in 2021).
6.7

Journey opportunities

6.7.1

The very nature of the Corridor geography limits highway-based journey times. Figure 6
shows a sample of journeys.

Figure 6 – Comparative journey times
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6.7.2

These illustrate:
●
●
●

World Heritage Site rail connectivity faster than bus, and comparable to car, offering an
attractive alternative to road use.
Ironbridge-Bridgnorth rail connectivity half the time of bus, and again comparable to car.
Less journey time benefit between the World Heritage Site and the southern Severn
Valley Corridor, given the SVR’s principal purpose as a tourist attraction rather than
public transport, and its 25mph ‘light railway’ speed restriction.

6.7.3

IRT’s 2008 work indicated 16% modal shift from road to rail in the World Heritage Site –
removing 300 of 1,900 daily car movements.

6.7.4

Further analysis of these opportunities and challenges forms part of the RYR study.

6.8

Car parking and integration

6.8.1

Intrinsic to IRT’s proposal is substantial Park & Ride capacity in the Power Station
Masterplan, supporting strategic road access to the World Heritage Site from M54 Junction
6 and the regional/local highway network.

6.8.2

Its specific purpose is facilitating modal shift in access to the World Heritage Site and
uncapping sustainable visitor number growth without requiring highway works and more car
parking within its constrained, sensitive geography. Harworth Group Masterplan makes
provision for a railway station and car parking.

6.8.3

The RYR study will develop understanding of car parking options, including capacity needed
in the Masterplan, effects on capacity currently placed on the former Ironbridge station site,
and implications at Severn Valley stations.

6.8.4

The RYR study will draw on the success of National Cycle Route 45’s shared alignment with
the SVR in considering a similar approach for it on the Ironbridge-Bridgnorth formation.

6.8.5

Indicative impacts of a more widely purposed rail route on Gorge and rural buses, core
provision and new connectivity opportunities will be considered in the study.

Wider benefits
Please provide an overview of the wider economic benefits that the project could deliver,
with consideration of additional job opportunities, improving access to key services and
facilitating new development. Please also outline the anticipated environmental impact
and/or benefits of the project. For example, does the project serve an area covered by an
Air Quality Management Area.
(Note: at this stage the expected wider economic benefits may only be qualitative, and if
development of these forms part of the feasibility/ideas work needed please state this).
[max 500 words]
6.9

Wider Economic Benefits

6.9.1

Reference has been made throughout this RYR bid to the prospective benefits to the
tourism/visitor economy of the World Heritage Site. The overview below is indeed principally
qualitative, with the proposed RYR study seeking to provide quantitative evidence, and to
take account of COVID-19 impacts and opportunities.
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6.9.2

Prospective benefits encompass:
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

6.9.3

The Severn Valley (SVR), Telford Steam and Ironbridge railways can also bring benefits in
their dual public transport and heritage/tourism roles. Such value was evidenced in the former
Advantage West Midlands (RDA) 2009 study (Appendix 7) of the economic impact of SVR
after its year of closure following the major 2007 floods which, as a useful proxy for the IRT
proposal, noted that the SVR supported:
●
●
●

6.10

Tourism/visitor economy – Rail connectivity uncapping hitherto unrealised GVA
growth across a newly defined, integrated ‘Shropshire-Worcestershire String of Pearls’.
Tourism employment – Increasing employment as the sector grows.
Power Station site – Supporting access to the new employment within the site and its
new population’s sustainable access to jobs outside.
Wider economy – Supporting growth in the breadth of supply chains and specialist
services supporting a heritage corridor with post-COVID-19 renewed purpose.
A growing ‘place’ for residents too – Benefits that local people can take in access to
the culture and night-time economy of a newly-connected corridor.
Local Plan development – Rail not only responds to planned growth but stimulates and
changes it; a “newly-seen & better-connected corridor” could influence local plan
priorities and geography going forward.
Technology test-bed - The corridor rail route could become a test bed for modern green
heavy and light rail technology with interest expressed by innovating bodies such as
Parry People Movers and Ultra-Light Rail Partners.

£10.9 - £11.8 million in output p.a.
£5.4 - £5.8 million in Gross Value Added (GVA) p.a.
283-307 jobs in the West Midlands economy, including those at SVR itself.

Environmental benefits

6.10.1 One of the project’s fundamental purposes is to offer modal shift from road to rail for the
World Heritage Site and the Severn Valley corridor, and thence to enhance the day to day
and long-term sustainability of the
6.10.2 As noted (6.7.3) IRT’s early demand case indicated a potential 16% modal shift from road to
rail in the World Heritage Site.
6.10.3 The RYR SOBC will undertake wider assessment and quantification of road travel km that
can be removed, both from historic demand and in the case of growth profiles, together with
a carbon tonnes removal analysis.
6.10.4 Such reduction in road-based traffic will offer wider benefits to ‘place’, air quality, and
aesthetics, bringing benefits both to residents and visitors.
6.10.5 This is a core workstream outside of the technical resources of IRT and hence is seen as of
particular value within the RYR bid specification.
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7. Project deliverability
What will be the impact of the project on the existing railway infrastructure and operations?
Please set out the impact both during the construction phase and ‘business as usual’ once
the work is completed. [max 500 words]
7.

Project Deliverability

7.1.1

As noted at 3.5 the IRT proposal is not on Network Rail land, and does not directly link at
present to any operational National Rail passenger servce or freight flow.

7.1.2

Harworth Group, Telford & Wrekin Council and the Telford Steam Railway have ambitions
for passenger services from the Power Station towards Colabrookdale and Telford, whilst
Harworth also needs to remove 1.9 million tonnes of sand and gravel to faciliate the Power
Station Masterplan.

7.1.3

These initiatives would require connecting Harworth’s Power Station sidings to Network Rail’s
freight line to Madeley Junction (see Section 8 maps) from the Albert Edward Bridge crossing
of the Severn, currently requiring refurbishment by Network Rail before coming back into use.

7.1.4

The IRT project would require insertion of the former junction between the Madeley and
Ironbridge lines, ideally with passive provison for this or active design if both scehmes were
progressing in a similar programme.

7.1.5

The Harworth Masterplan envisages a new passenger station on the Power Station site.
Design of this, and the supporting infrastructure changes to its existing freight sidings will be
defined by any decisions on either or both of the Madeley and Ironbridge routes.

7.1.6

Indicative thinking about train services, capability and capacity requirements for the junction,
station and overall infrastructure will be included in the RYR study.

Please provide an estimate of the proposed capital costs to deliver and operate this
project? [max 500 words]
7.2

Capital and operational costs

7.2.1

As stressed at 4.3.3 a core rationale for IRT’s RYR bid is the specific need for engineering
constraints and capital and operational cost analysis by its proposed consultants, going
beyond IRT’s own volunteer resources. Together with development of the core case for
change, understanding these engineering and cost components is essential to any decision
by IRT and stakeholders to develop the concept further.

7.2.2

IRT has prepared outline specifications for its Stage 1 and Stage 2 propositions – Power
Station to Ironbridge and Ironbridge to Coalport – and a first costing assessment of a
construction cost of £13.52m and £18.93m with 40% contingency (Appendix 3). Stage 3 has
not been fully assessed hitherto. Its geography outside of the Gorge suggests lower per mile
costs with a potential capital cost of £32.77m and £45.8m with 40% contingency. The full 3
stage project construction would cost £46.29m on this basis and £64.73m with 40%
contingency. IRT is fully aware of the need for accurate updating of these against the
speifications and engineering analsysis that wwill emerge via an RYR SOBC.
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7.2.3

This will enable development of a full set of costs for all 3 stages of the scheme, taking
account of:
●
●

●

Differental contemporary ‘per mile’ costs between those on Network Rail and other
heritage railway re-opening projects, noting different speed and signalling requirements.
Differential ‘per mile’ costs of the Ironbridge-Coalport section with its number of stations,
neighbouring properties and Gorge geomorphology and the less complex section
onwards from Coalport with no new stations requiring construction.
The specific challenges of a diversion from the former trackbed north of Bridgnorth and
need for a road bridge to reconnect to Bridgnorth Station

7.2.3 Initial operational costs were assessed in 2019 against other heritage railways, and tested
against the 4 tph shuttle/1 tph Ironbridge-Kidderminster timetable noted at Section 3 (and
Appendix 2 – p. 10), car park revenues at an Ironbridge Parkway station within the Power
Station site, and low, medium and high passenger demand forecasts over a 225 day
operation each year (higher than in the Appendix 2 150 day operation)
7.2.4 These indicate a break-even operation in the ‘medium’ forecasts and a revenue benefit in the
high forecast of c. £2.9m p.a. In neither case do these wholly faciliate a traditional public
sector transport project medium-plus Benefit Cost Ratio, nor enable full funding of the
potential capital cost, illustrating the specific need in a study such as this proposed RYR
SOBC to understand and quantify the range of external economic, social, levelling-up and
environmental benefits the project could support.
7.2.5 This would be consistent with the RYR scheme’s request for a clear focus on the strategic
case for change – the unique opportunity for the railway to radically develop, integrated and
grow the Ironbridge and Severn Valley Corridor’s tourism/visitor economy - as the driving
factor behind this RYR bid and the re-opening concept.

Please provide an outline programme for the delivery of the SOBC, including estimated
timescale from start to delivery. If the development of an outline programme is an aspect
of the proposed feasibility work, please state this. [max 500 words]
7.3

SOBC Programme

7.3.1

IRT’s proposed SOBC programme is shown below, with a 12-week period of work, noted as
Weeks 1 to 12, to meet any timing of RYR awards.

Figure 7 – SOBC Programme
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8. Maps of your proposed project
Please use this section to provide any maps relevant to your project.

Figure 8 – Railway network 2021

Figure 9 – Regional setting
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Figure 10 – Full scheme

Figure 11 – Railway access to full World Heritage Site
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Figure 11 – Incremental delivery concept
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9. Additional information request
Are you happy for DfT and its advisers to use the attached contact details to
request further information regarding the application if necessary?

YES

Do you consent to your contact details being added to a communications
distribution list that would mean you are kept up to date on new
developments related to this subject area?

YES

Do you consent to the outline details of this proposal being published as
part of communicating about the Restoring Your Railway Fund to
stakeholders and the wider public?

YES

Do you consent to the details of this proposal being shared internally and
with approved third parties to facilitate the review and assessment of the
proposal?

YES

10. Checklist
Please ensure that all submissions to the Ideas Fund contain;
✓ A completed Ideas Fund application form
✓ A completed ‘Additional information request’ (Section 9)
✓ An email or letter from the MP(s) confirming bid sponsorship
•

MP Sponsorship letters/e-mails follow on pp 29-31

•

Letters of support from Shropshire Council, Worcestershire County Council,
Marches Strategic Rail Group, and Wyre Forest District Council follow on pp 32-35
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